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Modern Aspects of Resonant Elastic X-ray Scattering: 
an Overview 

Massimo Altarelli  

European XFEL GmbH, 22869 Schenefeld, Germany 
 

 

Resonant X-ray scattering (when the X-ray wavelength is close to an absorption edge of one of the atomic 
species in the sample) was originally applied to the phasing of complex structures in crystallography. The 
scope of applications has broadened considerably since the advent of synchrotron sources, with high 
brilliance, extensive wavelength tunability and control of the polarization. In the early 1980’s, the Templeton 
[1] and Dmitrienko [2] pointed out that, in the resonance region, the scattering amplitude strongly depends 
on the polarization of incoming and scattered beams: the scattering amplitude is a tensor (rather than a 
scalar) quantity, with important consequences for the selection rules for the diffracted beams; and different 
multipole orders of the transitions to intermediate states contributing to the amplitude display different 
polarization dependences.  
 
A further advance took place in 1988, when Gibbs et al. [3] discovered resonant magnetic (or exchange) 
scattering: an enhancement of several orders of magnitude of the magnetic scattering intensity is observed 
near resonant conditions. The theoretical discussion by Hannon et al. [4] paved the way for the realization 
that anomalous scattering is actually sensitive not only to the spin character, but also to the orbital character 
of electronic states. The sensitivity to electronic order parameters, such as magnetic and orbital order, is very 
pronounced also in the soft x-ray region [5], opening the way to the use of resonant scattering at the L edges 
(approximately 500 to 1 000 eV photon energies) as an indispensable tool for the investigation of the 
complex phase diagrams of 3d transition metal compounds, one of the major thrust areas of modern 
condensed matter physics, characterized by the intriguing interplay of different order parameters. 
 
X-ray investigations have been increasingly adopted not only for structural phenomena, but also for 
electronic properties. In recent years, progress in accelerator-based x-ray sources has been providing X-ray 
pulses with high degree of spatial coherence, with added capabilities, such as the investigations of dynamics 
by photon correlation spectroscopy [6]; with X-ray free-electron lasers, time dependent resonant x-ray 
scattering in the ps and sub-ps range has been demonstrated [7]. The addition of time-dependence on such 
ultra-short scales to the element, oxidation state, spin and orbital sensitivity of resonant scattering is opening 
a new wide field of applications. 
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Employing x-ray resonant magnetic diffuse scattering 

to extract correlated spin structure 

Jong-Woo Kim1, Sae Hwan Chun2, Jungho Kim1, H. Zheng2, Constantinos C. Stoumpos2, C. D. 

Malliakas2, J. F. Mitchell2, Kavita Mehlawat3, Yogesh Singh3, Y. Choi1, T. Gog1, A. Al-Zein4, M. 

Moretti Sala4, M. Krisch4, J. Chaloupka5, G. Jackeli6,7, G. Khaliullin6 and B. J. Kim6 
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Quantum spin liquid (QSL) with a macroscopic degeneracy of spin configurations down to absolute zero 
temperature represents one of the most exotic states of matter with intriguing connections to high 
temperature superconductivity in cuprates and possible applications for quantum computation. A novel, 
exactly soluble Kitaev model [1] has established a new type of QSL state driven by extremely anisotropic 
exchange interactions preserving C3 symmetry in a bipartite honeycomb lattice that not only avoids the 
materials complication but also provides insights on QSL. The honeycomb iridate Na2IrO3 with Jeff = 1/2 is 
one of the most promising candidates attempting to realize a Kitaev model [2]. This work shows direct 
evidence of magnetic frustration in Na2IrO3 driven by bond-directional magnetic coupling via magnetic 
diffuse x-ray scattering. Spin-component-resolved equal time correlations are extracted by simple arithmetic 
calculations among the reciprocal space map taken with 3 specific geometries. Fluctuations of the short-
range correlated states with distinct anisotropies are observed up to 5 times the magnetic transition 
temperature (TN). Spin excitation below TN is mostly contributed by transfer between nearly degenerated 
states, in contrast to conventional magnets hosting a dominant Goldstone mode excitation. The features 
emerging in proximity to the QSL verify a new path way to realize new quantum states. 

 

Figure 1; Diffuse magnetic x-ray scattering intensities above TN. (a) Intensity plots in the HK plane 
measured at T = 17 K for selected azimuth angles. (b) Spin-component-resolved equal-time correlations 

extracted from (a).  (c) Spin-component-integrated equal-time correlations from (a).  
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Incommensurate counter-rotating magnetic order in a 
honeycomb iridate stabilised by frustration effects 

from spin-orbit coupling 

S. C. Williams1, R. D. Johnson1,2, F. Freund3, Sungkyun Choi1,a, A. Jesche3, I. Kimchi4, S. Manni3,b, 

A. Bombardi5, P. Manuel2, P. Gegenwart3, and R. Coldea1 

1Clarendon Laboratory, University of Oxford Physics Department, Parks Road, Oxford OX1 3PU                               
2ISIS Facility, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory-STFC, Chilton, Didcot, OX11 0QX, United Kingdom                              

3EP VI, Center for Electronic Correlations and Magnetism, Augsburg University, D-86159 Augsburg, Germany 
4Department of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 77 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02139 

5Diamond Light Source Ltd., Harwell Science and Innovation Campus, OX11 0DE, United Kingdom 

The honeycomb iridate α-Li2IrO3 has been proposed to show unconventional magnetic behaviour arising 
from frustrated interactions between spin-orbit entangled Ir magnetic moments. We have recently obtained 
single crystals via a novel synthesis method. Using magnetic resonant x-ray diffraction at Diamond’s I16 
beamline and neutron powder diffraction at the ISIS WISH instrument, we have revealed an incommensurate 
structure of counter-rotating Ir moments [1]. An antiphase behaviour of azimuth scans at ±q magnetic 
satellites, arising from an interference term in the x-ray scattering cross-section, is identified as a direct 
signature of counter-rotation between nearest-neighbour Ir moments. This counter-rotating magnetic order 
has not been reported before in honeycomb magnets and cannot be explained by dominant Heisenberg 
exchange couplings, but could be stabilised by frustration effects in the limit of strong spin-orbit coupling, 
realising so-called Kitaev physics. 

 

Figure 1: (a) Anti-phase behaviour of (1,1,6)±q azimuthal scans, the signature of counter-rotation between 
neighbouring Ir magnetic moments in the magnetic structure of α-Li2IrO3, shown in (b). 
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Charge ordering in LuFe2O4 studied by high resolution 

powder diffraction and resonant x-ray scattering. 

S. Lafuerza1, G. Subías2, J. García2, J. Blasco2 and G. Nisbet3 

1ESRF-The European Synchrotron, 71, Avenue des Martyrs, Grenoble (France) 

21Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Aragón, CSIC-Univ. Zaragoza, C/ Pedro Cerbuna 12, 50009 Zaragoza (Spain) 

3Diamond Light Source Ltd., Harwell Science and Innovation Campus, Didcot, Oxfordshire OX11 0DE, (United Kingdom) 

LuFe2O4 has been considered the prototype example of charge-ordering (CO) based ferroelectricity 

(FE) in the light of both macroscopic electrical measurements and a microscopic model of polar CO 

[1]. According to this model, Fe valence ordering was suggested to render the triangular Fe-O bilayers 

polar by making one of the two layers rich in Fe2+ and the other in Fe3+. Due to this novel mechanism 

for FE and also because of the high transition temperatures of CO (TCO≈320 K) and magnetic ordering 

(TN≈240 K), this compound has been matter of extensive study. However, a detailed characterization 

of the intrinsic dielectric properties has recently shown that LuFe2O4 is not ferroelectric [2].  

We have carried out a complete study of the crystal structure and both magnitude and sequence of 

the Fe charge segregation in LuFe2O4 below TCO by means of high resolution powder diffraction 

(HRPD) and resonant x-ray scattering (RXS) at the Fe K-edge of a oriented single crystal [3,4]. 

HRPD patterns were collected between 80 and 400 K at ID31 beamline of the European synchrotron 

Radiation Facility with a short wavelength λ=0.3542 Å. On the other hand, Fe K-edge RXS 

experiments were performed at I16 beamline of the Diamond Light Source in a single crystal sample 

cut and polished with the [001] direction as the surface normal. We have detected super-lattice 

reflections corresponding to the three possible monoclinic domains (twinned sample). The energy, 

polarization (-’ and -’ channels) and temperature (from 17 to 400 K) dependence of the super-

lattice reflections with Miller indexes (1/3, 1/3, l/2) l=odd; (1/3, 1/3, l) l=integer and (0, 0, l/2) l=odd 

was investigated. 
The HRPD pattern of LuFe2O4 above TCO agrees with the expected hexagonal structure (space group 

mR3 ). Below TCO, two different phases are distinguished: phase I (320 K > T ≥ 200 K) and phase II 

(200 K > T ≥ 80 K), which are associated with the condensation of various soft phonon modes. The 

first structural transition at TCO ≈ 320 K from hexagonal mR3  to monoclinic C2/m is mainly driven 

by modes of symmetry 2Y  that give rise to the (1/3, 1/3, l/2) l=odd reflections. The concomitant 

distortions imply the distinction of four non-equivalent Fe sites and a four-modal valence distribution 

is found. Below TN, we find a second crystal symmetry change from monoclinic C2/m to triclinic 

1P . This triclinic 1P  low-temperature structure explains the appearance of resonant (1/3, 1/3, l) 

l=integer reflections and the simplest and most plausible Fe valence distribution is found to be tri-

modal as a first approximation because there are six non-equivalent sites. 

Super-lattice (1/3, 1/3, l/2) l=odd; (1/3, 1/3, l) l=integer and (0, 0, l/2) l=odd reflections were 

investigated by means of RXS across the Fe K-edge. On cooling down, reflections with periodicity 

(1/3, 1/3, l/2) l=odd appear at T ≤ TCO≈320 K while the (1/3, 1/3, l) l= integer satellites come out 

approximately below TN≈240 K coincident with the magnetic ordering. This finding reflects the 

occurrence of two successive orderings in consistency with the presence of the two low-temperature 

phases I and II determined by HRPD.  

We have fitted the energy-dependent RXS spectra of the two types of reflections (1/3, 1/3, l/2) and 

(1/3, 1/3, l) using the four-modal and the tri-modal valence distribution models deduced from HRPD. 

Only the chemical shifts, i.e. the charge disproportionations, are used as free parameters. The 

Thomson scattering (non-resonant) intensity for each reflection has been estimated by comparison 

with permitted reflections and the sign has been obtained from the structural models. The real part of 

the Fe anomalous atomic scattering factor f’(E) has been obtained by the Kramers-Kronig 



transformation from the imaginary part f’’(E), deduced from the experimental x-ray absorption 

spectrum of LuFe2O4. These f’(E) and f’’(E) components correspond to the average valence state +2.5 

and have been used to simulate the contribution from each non-equivalent Fe site by shifting the 

energy scale following the empirical correlation between the chemical shift and the formal valence 

state (4 eV chemical shift between formal Fe3+ and Fe2+). The same quality of the fit is obtained for 

the (1/3, 1/3, l/2) reflections using either of the two models. At the same time, the four-modal 

distribution gives almost zero intensity for (1/3, 1/3, l) reflections. The fits yield the following results 

for the four-modal and tri-modal valence distributions respectively: Fe2.77+, Fe2.63+, Fe2.36+ and Fe2.23+ 

(phase I) and Fe2.8+, Fe2.5+ and Fe2.2+ (phase II).   

The combined HRPD and RXS studies have provided consistent results that clarify the so-called CO 

transition in LuFe2O4. Above TCO the valence of the Fe atoms fluctuates among three valence states 

(2.8+, 2.5+ and 2.2+). In the C2/m phase, two out of four Fe atoms choose a definite charge (Fe2.77+ 

and Fe2.23+) while the other two still fluctuate between two valence states (Fe2.5±2δ with 2δ=0.27±0.05 

e-). Finally, in the 1P  phase below TN the three different valence states are localized. This charge 

disproportionation order agrees with the absence of electrical polarization in LuFe2O4 [2]. 
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Investigation of a degree of structural disorder in
Nb3Sn after irradiation using resonant X-ray diffraction

R. Svetogorov1, Y. Zubavichus1, A. Ryazanov1,2, E. Semenov1, R. Flukiger3, L. Bottura3

1National Research Center “Kurchatov Institute”, Moscow, Russia
2National Research Nuclear University “MEPhI”, Moscow, Russia

3CERN, Geneve, Switzerland

The  present  work  studies  the  structural  distortions  arising  in  Nb3Sn  superconducting
materials under irradiation by fast protons to be used for magnets in the Large Hadron Collider. As
it  is  known from the  literature  [1]  the  superconducting  property  changes  of  Nb3Sn under  the
influence of radiation are primarily associated with changes in its structure and in particular with
the  appearance  of  radiation-induced  antisite  defects,  when  Nb  and  Sn  atoms  exchange  their
positions,  so  determining  the  concentration  of  such  defects  appears  to  be  quite  important  and
interesting task. Irradiation of fast protons with an energy of 12.8 MeV and a φt = 1020 - 1022 p/m2

was carried out in the cyclotron U-150 NRC “Kurchatov Institute” at room temperature. Studying
of a degree of structural ordering was carried out by synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction at the
"Structural materials science" beamline at Kurchatov synchrotron radiation source. The appearance
if  the  antisite  defects  in  the  Nb3Sn  material  leads  to  a  decrease  of  the  relative  intensity  of
superstructural  reflection  (110)  on  the  diffraction  pattern.  According  to  crystallographic
simulations,  for a fully ordered strictly stoichiometric Nb3Sn, the relative intensity of the (110)
reflex is expected to be ca. 0.04. With increasing antisiting disorder, this value diminishes down to
zero  for  the  full  statistical  solid  solution  with  site  occupancies  proportional  to  stoichiometric
coefficients.  The maximum relative intensity of (110) is  observed for the initial  sample,  which
implies it is characterized by the minimum concentration of the antisite defects, for our estimates,
this concentration was considered to be zero, irradiated samples are characterized by systematically
lower values of the intensity. Unfortunately, because of the very low intensity of the reflection it is
extremely difficult to determine the concentration of defects with high accuracy. For an alternative
and,  presumably,  more  accurate  determination  of  the  order  parameter  values  we performed an
additional set of measurements at a specific incident energy near the absorption edge of Nb (e.g., in
the so called resonant diffraction mode). We studied changes in the intensity of the (110) reflex and
compared it with the calculated values. In the resonant diffraction mode, the intensity of the  (110)
peak is increased nearly 3-fold, which facilitates the order parameter estimates. In order to employ
the resonant effects  in diffraction to the maximum extent,  it  is  desirable to acquire a  series of
energy-dependent diffraction patterns over a reasonably wide photon energy range. This allows to
calculate the order parameter values with the maximum possible accuracy. 
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What is important for High Temperature 
Superconductivity; RIXS and REXS on CLBLCO 

A. Keren, D. Ellis, M. Yaari, E. Shiler2, E. Weschke2, Y. Huang3 and T. Schmidt3 
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The (CaxLa1-x)(Ba1.75-xLa0.25+x)Cu3Oy (CLBLCO) cuprate superconductor has a unique phase 
diagram (see Fig. 1), which allows us to test whether charge density wave (CDW) or good old 
magnetisem are relevant for cuprate superconductivity. This is because the variable x changes only 
the Cu-O-Cu buckling angle and bond distance. These quantities determine the overlap integrals 
between Cu orbitals, and hence, the super-exchange J. Other parameters such as disorder, 
symmetry, or valance are x independent. The doping is set solely by the oxygen content y. The 
parameter x also impacts the superconducting properties, and in particular Tc. This allows us to look 
for correlations between electronic properties and superconducting properties with x as an implicit 
parameter. Here we present measurements of J at optimal doing using RIXS [1], and preliminary 
data of the CDW critical temperature Tcdw using REXS. We compare both energy scales with Tc. 
We find that Tc is correlated with J, but it seems to be independent of Tcdw. This suggests that CDW 
is a matterial property, which is not responsible for superconductivity, while orbital overlaps 
manifested as super-exchange are an important ingredient in the superconducting glue. 
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Figure 1: The CLBLCO phase diagram showing the Neel temperature TN, the glass temperature Tg, and the 
superconducting critical temperature Tc for four different families (different x) as a function of doping (y). 
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The Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction due to breaking inversion symmetry of crystal lattice 
induces a topological spin texture, such as a magnetic skyrmion and a chiral soliton lattice. The 
formation of skyrmion crystal (SkX), i.e. the triangular lattice of skyrmions, has been observed in 
bulk and thin film of chiral-lattice ferromagnetic alloys with lacking inversion symmetry by small-
angle neutron scattering (SANS) and Lorentz force transmitted electron microscopy (LTEM). Here, 
we study skyrmion formation as seen via small-angle resonant soft x-ray scattering at Fe-L absorption 
edge in FeGe [1], which is a B20-type cubic alloy with non-centerosymmetric crystal structure (space 
group P213) and shows helical magnetic order with a magnetic wavelength of ∼70 nm below 280 K. 
As shown in Fig. 1(a), diffracted soft x-rays transmitted through a single crystal thin plate sample 
with a thickness less than 200 nm were measured by an in-vacuum CCD camera. Figures (b) and (c) 
show the CCD images of resonant soft x-ray scattering in resonance with the L3 edge  at 707 eV from 
helical (proper screw) magnetic structure at 0 T and from SkX at 0.1 T, respectively. The resonant 
soft x-ray scattering with high q-resolution reveals a transit motion of SkX, i.e. rotation of SkX and 
variation of the SkX lattice constant upon the change of magnetic field. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: (a) Schematic of small-angle resonant x-ray scattering and picture of sample. CCD images of small-
angle resonant soft x-ray scattering for (b) helical and (c) skyrmion crystal. 
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Growing efforts in the electronic properties design of materials via strain-engineering so as the study of 
emergent physical phenomena at hetero-interfaces of complex oxides [1-3] require characterization 
techniques capable to yield interface sensitive spectroscopic information with monolayer resolution. In this 
regard resonant x-ray reflectivity (RXR) provides a unique experimental tool to achieve exactly this. It 
gives, in a non-destructive manner, the element specific electronic depth profiles of the different elements 
conforming the heterostructure [4,5].

Going one step further, towards monolayer resolution and site selectivity, we have developed an analysis 
scheme of RXR data where the atomic structure of the material is taken into account by “slicing” it into 
atomic planes with characteristic optical and scattering properties. Using LaSrMnO4 and YBa2Cu3O7−δ as 
examples, we discuss the implications of this approach. Our method not only allows to determine structural 
information such as interface terminations and stacking of atomic layers, but also enables to extract depth-
resolved spectroscopic information with atomic resolution, thus further enhancing the capability of the 
technique to study emergent phenomena at surfaces and interfaces.
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We have recently discovered that a highly resistive, granular superconducting state is induced in 
cuprate/manganite heterostructures when the manganite layers are charge and orbitally ordered. 
Surprisingly, a high magnetic field, which suppresses this charge and orbital order, restores a 
coherent superconducting state in the cuprate layer [1]. The mechanisms underlying this unusual 
proximity effect are not yet fully understood.  

We will present recent results from a resonant elastic scattering, x-ray linear dichroism (XLD) and 
x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) study on Nd0.65Ca0.35-xSrxMnO3 (NCSMO)/YBa2Cu3O7 
(YBCO)/NCSMO (NYN) trilayers. We have found that a static charge density wave (CDW) is 
induced in the cuprate layer by performing resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) at the Cu  
L3-edge on a NYN trilayer with x=0.07 (20% strontium). This CDW peak appears at the elastic line 
of the RIXS spectra and is located at 0.335 r.l.u. along the in-plane momentum transfer (Figure 1). 
This charge density wave in YBCO seems to be induced by the long-range charge and orbital order 
of Mn in NCSMO. The strength of the latter is controlled by the strontium content and thus by the 
tolerance factor. As compared to bulk YBCO [2], the CDW in NYN trilayers with x=0.07 is very 
intense and well ordered. We have found a much weaker and broader CDW peak in an NYN 
trilayer with more strontium content (x=0.14, 40% strontium), which confirms the long-range 
coupling of the NCSMO and YBCO charge-order. We will also present our XLD and XMCD 
results, which indicate that the orbital order of the interfacial Cu ions in YBCO strongly depends on 
the charge, orbital and magnetic order in NCSMO. 

 

Figure 1: NYN trilayer with 20% strontium. Map of RIXS spectra; energy loss versus in-plane momentum transfer. 
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The field of high temperature superconductivity has been revolutionized by the recent discovery of 
charge order in most families of underdoped copper-oxides [1-6]. Little is known, however, about 
the dynamics of this order, or whether it is present in optimally doped materials in which 
superconductivity is most pronounced. Here we present the first observation of charge order in an 
optimally doped high temperature superconductor, Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x, which was accomplished 
with momentum-resolved, electron energy-loss (M-EELS) with energy resolution ∆E = 4.5 meV. 
We observed the emergence at low temperature of diffuse, short-ranged charge order that 
undergoes quasielastic fluctuations on a time scale τ  = 160 fs. This order interacts with several 
bosonic collective modes whose spectral weight provides a transparent understanding of the so-
called “kink” structure observed with photoemission in this material [7,8]. Our study suggests that 
superconductivity in the copper-oxides coexists with a dynamic, inhomogeneous state that 
influences the magnitude of electron-boson interactions.  
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With three-dimensional artificial and composite materials offering new opportunities for applications within 
many fields, a full structural and chemical characterization is critical for further progress. While there are a 
variety of complementary techniques to investigate 2D magnetism on the nanoscale, there is a need to 
develop new techniques to study 3D magnetic materials with a similar spatial resolution. Here I present our 
first results using resonant ptychographic tomography, combining quantitative hard X-ray phase imaging and 
resonant elastic scattering. First I will show that is possible to achieve ab initio element-specific 3D 
characterization of a cobalt-coated artificial buckyball polymer scaffold at the nanoscale. By performing 
ptychographic x-ray tomography at and far from the Co K edge, we are able to locate the Co layer in our 
sample to a 3D spatial resolution of 25 nm, and with a quantitative determination of the electron density we 
can determine that the Co layer is oxidized [1]. Secondly, by performing ptychographic scans with circularly 
polarized X-rays (hard X-ray dichroic ptychography), I will show that one can exploit X-ray magnetic 
circular dichroism to obtain images of the magnetic configuration of a micrometre-thick FeGd multilayer at 
both the Gd L3 and the Fe K edges, demonstrating a 50 nm spatial resolution in 2D [2]. Further combination 
of dichroic ptychography with tomographic techniques will enable mapping of the magnetization vector field 
with sub-100 nm spatial resolution within micrometer-size magnetic systems.  

 

 

Figure 1: (right) SEM image of the cobalt-coated artificial buckyball, investigated with resonant 
ptychographic tomography. (left) A rendering of the element specific tomogram is shown, where the cobalt 

is shown in orange and the polymer resist in blue. 
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We present a novel method for the identification and imaging of the absolute crystallographic 

structure in multi-domain polar materials, such as a periodically inverted sample of ferroelectric 

KTiOPO4 (KTP) [1]. Resonant (or ‘anomalous’) X-ray diffraction spectra are collected across the 

absorption K-edge of Ti (4.966 keV) on a single Bragg reflection, in contrast with traditional 

Resonant X-ray methods based on diffraction from numerous Friedel pairs. The intensity ratio 

above and below the edge, extracted from the spectra, provides a significant polar domain contrast 

of ~270. This allows us to map the spatial domain distribution in a periodically inverted sample [2], 

with a resolution of ~1 µm, which is achieved with a microfocused beam. This non-contact, non-

destructive technique is well suited for samples of large dimensions, and its potential is particularly 

relevant in the context of physical phenomena connected with an absence of inversion symmetry, 

which require characterisation of the underlying absolute atomic structure (such as in the case of 

magnetoelectric coupling and multiferroics). The contrast mechanism, exploited here in a scanning 

microscopy setup, is also being explored in the context of full-field imaging techniques 

(topography), thus enabling us to perform real-time characterisation of domain dynamics, for 

instance to follow domain evolution under applied external fields. 

 

Figure 1: High resolution map of the ferroelectric domain fraction, extracted from the ratio of intensities 
below and above the Ti K-edge, on the Bragg reflection (4 1 7), in a periodically inverted sample of 

KTiOPO4 (KTP). 
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Imaging Electronic Textures in Correlated Electron 
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The strongly correlated electron problem is one of the 21st Century’s grand challenge science problems; put there by 
the important scientific questions posed in understanding the many-body problem of over 1023 strongly correlated 
electrons. Importantly, these materials show colossal responses to external perturbations and display remarkable 
properties. These properties include, high-temperature superconductivity, giant magnetoresistance, novel magnetic 
phases and orbitally ordered phases.  

What makes the strongly correlated problem so fascinating is the range number of degrees of freedom that are active – 
and competing – in these systems. These include the spin, charge, orbital and lattice degrees of freedom and these give 
rise to a wide range of phenomena on a number of length and time scales, from nm to microns and ps to hours. Solving 
this problem requires a combined probe of real space and of reciprocal space. 

During this talk, I will present results using a novel nanoscale spatially resolved soft x-ray resonant scattering setup 
used to measure electronic textures in correlated electron systems. We have measured the A-type antiferromagnetic 
domains in a bilayer manganite. We have shown that by the application of a current though the material, the spins 
within the AF domains rotate with an applied current density about five orders-of-magnitude smaller than that reported 
in exchange bias systems. These results open a new direction for the manipulation of the spins without the need to 
engineer complicated material composites.   

This work will be presented along with first results from the new Coherent Soft X-ray Scattering beamline at the 
NSLS-II dedicated to measure such electronic textures in strongly correlated materials. Results from the prototypical 
cuprate stripe system LBCO using XPCS will be presented.  

 

 



FDMNES lecture 
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FDMNES1,2 is an ab initio DFT/TDDFT code simulating the x-ray spectroscopies such as XANES, 
XMCD, X-ray Raman or Resonant Elastic X-ray Scattering (REXS). The purpose of this lecture is to give 
to potential users the main ingredients allowing its use.  

We will start with a brief description of the theoretical framework used by FDMNES. The purpose is not 
to go deep in the theory3 but to explain what edges and what materials are in principal better simulated by 
this software. Then, we shall see on typical examples, how to run the code and what can be done with it. 
More focus on resonant diffraction will be given showing the way to get spectra with different in and out 
polarization conditions or azimuthal scans. Examples on magnetic and non-magnetic materials will be 
given. 

Touch on more sophisticated tools included in the code, giving multipole analysis or effect of 
birefringence on the spectra will conclude the lecture. 

 
1 O. Bunau and Y. Joly 
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routines, executable for Windows 32 and 64 bits and linux 64 bits. It also contains indata file examples 
and a manual. 
3 S. Grenier and Y. Joly 
"Basics of Resonant Elastic X-ray Scattering theory" 
Proceedings of REXS 2013 - Workshop on Resonant Elastic X-ray Scattering in Condensed Matter 
(Oxford, UK, 15-19 July 2013).  
Journal of Physics: Conference Series 519, 012001 (2014). 
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Nuclear resonant scattering (NRS) is an established experimental method at modern synchrotron radiation 
sources since its first observation by E. Gerdau in 1985 [1]. The method relies on time-resolved resonant 
elastic x-ray scattering at the nuclear resonances of Mössbauer isotopes in an energy range extending from 6 
keV to 100 keV. In the early years of the method, pure nuclear reflections from crystals like YIG and FeBO3 
with a magnetic or electronic superstructure were applied to separate the energetically narrow nuclear 
resonant signal from the huge nonresonant background for the purpose to study the intriguing properties  of 
collective nuclear resonant scattering from single crystals [1,2,3]. The development of high-resolution 
crystal monochromators with energy bandwidths of a few meV opened the possibility to perform Mössbauer 
spectroscopy with synchrotron radiation in forward scattering geometry [4], triggering a multitude of 
applications in all fields of the natural sciences, resulting from the combination of Mössbauer spectroscopy 
with the outstanding properties of synchrotron radiation like collimation, coherence, time structure and 
polarization [5]. Meanwhile,  NRS of synchrotron radiation has been established for a variety of Mössbauer 
isotopes of the elements Fe, Tm, Sn, Kr, Dy, Sm, Eu, Sb, Ir, Ru, and others. Many of these elements play a 
crucial role in correlated materials with their intriguing properties like superconductivity, multiferroicity etc. 
and the various types of electronic and magnetic order that go along with these. 

In many cases, nuclear resonant diffraction of synchrotron radiation would constitute an ideal tool to study 
these ordering phenomena, that often go along with the emergence of pure nuclear reflections. Due to the 
discrimination of the nuclear signal via time gating of the delayed nuclear response, one obtains practically 
background-free information about the underlying ordering phenomena. This contribution will outline 
potential applications in the wide field of correlated materials. 
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Borrmann Spectroscopy on Imperfect Crystals
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While the Borrmann effect has been investigated experimentally [1] and theoretically [2] for more 
than half a century, the huge relative enhancement of qudrupole absorption features was discovered 
not so long ago [3]. The method of Borrmann spectroscopy utilises the enhancement of quadrupole 
absorption to study weak quadrupole transitions. We developed a framework for the description of 
the quadrupole enhancement and its dependence on temperature and electronic anisotropy [4]. 

The next step towards the application of Borrmann spectroscopy to real crystals is the investigation 
of the influence of the crystal quality to the enhancement of quadrupole absorption. Therefore, we 
developed a simulation algorithm based on the dynamical theory of diffraction. This includes a 
modified structure model, extended by quadrupole resonances, and a mosaic crystal model, that 
enables the use of different mosaic spread functions. We will present the results of the study of the 
quadrupole absorption enhancement on a mosaic barium titanate crystal. 
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Probing Atomic Charges at the Electrochemical 
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Electrochemistry deals with reactions that involve transfer of electrical charge at interfaces between an 
electrode and a chemical species in solution.The driving force for electrochemical reaction is provided 
through an applied electrical potential. An unsolved and crucial question in electrochemistry is the issue of 
charge transfer between the metal electrode and the species in solution when adsorbing or reacting at the 
interface, which then defines the nature of the bonding. Although there have been several theoretical studies 
of the charge transfer mechanism, initially in ideal UHV conditions but recently with extension to the 
electrochemical interface, there have been few experimental electrochemical studies due to the complexity 
of the electrochemical environment which is inaccessible to most surface probes of charge transfer. A 
fundamental understanding of the nature of the charge transfer, especially the influence of the applied 
potential and the screening by the electrolyte, is thus a major goal in electrochemistry. 

We have performed in-situ resonant elastic x-ray scattering experiments for the halide-Cu(001) and halide-
Cuupd-Au(001) systems to investigate the suitability of this technique to probe the charge transfer and nature 
of the chemical bonding and to give detailed information of the atomic subsurface charge at the interface. 
Halide adsorption onto Cu(001) electrodes is an ideal system [1] in which to attempt this measurement, as 
the halides, Br and Cl, both form simple ordered c(2x2) adlayers on the Cu(001) surface. These are simple 
square structures with a coverage of 0.5 halide atoms per surface Cu atom and adsorption uniquely into the 
4-fold Cu hollow site. The c(2x2) cell gives rise to additional surface scattering that is independent from the 
Cu crystal truncations rods (CTR’s). Similarly well defined structures are observed for the Au(001)-Cuupd-Br 
system, in which a monolayer of Cu is deposited prior to the bulk deposition of the copper [2]. 

In the experiment it is therefore possible to probe the surface Cu, Br and Au atoms, by performing resonant 
x-ray diffraction measurements at specific surface sensitive positions in reciprocal space around the Cu K, 
Br K, and Au LIII  x-ray adsorption edges.  A shift in the adsorption edge can be indicative of the charge state 
of the surface atoms. More detailed information can be obtained by modelling the experimental data through 
single atomic charges. This is the first direct experimental proof of partial charge transfer and subsurface 
charge distribution at the electrochemical interface. These measurements show that resonant elastic x-ray 
scattering is a unique tool to investigate the charge transfer at an electrochemical interface and will shed 
light on the nature of the chemical bonding at the interface and the role of the electrochemical double layer 
structure.  
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Resonant  and  magnetic  scattering  of  synchrotron  radiation  is  now  applied  to  more  and  more
complicated structures with various orderings: magnetic, orbital, etc.  In some cases, this technique
can  even  compete  with  neutron  diffraction.  This  report  presents  a  survey of  recent  studies  of
magnetic  crystals  with non-collinear spin structures controlled by the spin-orbit Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya interaction. Interference of magnetic scattering with resonant or multiple-wave diffraction
allows us to determine the phase of scattering amplitude and the sign of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interaction (see also the report by Collins et al.  at this Conference). 

As a  possible  development  of  this  technique  we will  consider  in  detail  the  RhGe crystal  with
noncentrosymmetric cubic structure (the space group  P213) with four Rh and four Ge atoms per
unit cell. Ab initio simulations suggest an extremely unusual spin magnetization around Rh and Ge
atoms  with  magnetic  quadrupolar  and  toroidal  moments  [1].  Different  orientations  of  these
moments  on different  atoms (see Figure 1) could be observed with the magnetic  and resonant
forbidden reflections.

The work is partly supported by the project I.1П “Nanostructures” of the Presidium of RAS.

Figure 1: Distribution of the magnetization M=(Mx,My,Mz) inside the unit cell of RhGe cubic crystal [1].
The yz sections passing through the atomic centres are shown.
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The magnetic properties of a series of weak ferromagnetic carbonates and borates, MnCO3, FeBO3, CoCO3

and NiCO3, have been explored through a programme of unusual x-ray diffraction experiments. The very
property  that  prompted  initial  fascination  with  these  materials  –  weak  ferromagnetism  driven  by
antisymmetric  exchange  coupling  –  facilitates  several  new  approaches  to  our  investigations,  with  the
antiferromagnetic  motif  rotated  by  a  small  external  magnetic  field  that  couples  to  the  sample's
ferromagnetism.

Following our  work  on  the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya  interaction (DMI)  in  FeBO3[1],  we  have  performed
resonant interference experiments to determine the phase of the scattering amplitude, and therefore the sign
of the DMI, in the isostructural carbonates. Experimental determination of the DMI provides a stringent test
of first-principles DFT calculations. Away from resonance, a similar experimental technique reveals precise
values  for  the  orbital/spin  ratios,  the  huge  variation  over  the  series  providing  a  further  challenge  to
theoretical predications.  A second approach to obtaining the phase and amplitude of the diffraction signal
utilizes multiple-beam difraction to reveal a weak charge scattering signal, induced by atomic displacements
under the influence of exchange forces, and modified by the direction of the applied field.

The series of unusual experiments, combined with state-of-the-art modelling, leads to a clear and consistend
picture of the microscopic electronic properties of these materials.

 

Figure 1. The magnetic field angle dependence of a 'forbidden' Bragg reflection in the magnetic phase of
CoCO3 as a function of photon energy. Changing the beam energy excites various multiple diffraction

conditions which interferes constructively or destructively with a two-fold amplitude pattern.
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REXS and polarization light in low quartz 
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The variation with energy of the diffracted peak intensities around the absorption edges has been 
known for very long time. It is only very recently that resonant elastic x-ray scattering (REXS) 
experiments were performed on enantiomers, showing the sensitivity of this technique to study tiny 
features in these materials. In right and left low quartz, azimuthal scans of the (001) reflection 
intensity show the angular anisotropy by presenting a 3 fold periodicity.  These scans are shifted 
and their amplitude oscillations vary when changing from right to left the enantiomer or when 
changing the light helicity. 

Our purpose is to show that azimuthal scans recording  the (001) reflection intensity in right 
and left low quartz can be completely explained by the proper taking into account of the 
polarization characteristics of the incoming electromagnetic wave. More importantly, we show that 
such experiments are an excellent way to fully determine the light properties, when this one is not 
perfectly known. From these scans, we get 3 equations giving their relative shift, the ratio between 
their amplitude oscillations and the polarization rate. Consequently, without need of simulations 
because these equations only depend on the symmetry and the geometry, we are able to get the 
three unknowns which are the Stokes parameter values. Such characterization does not depend on 
energy, or absorbing atom atomic number. This is thus feasible at other edges or with other 
compounds, such as GeO2, having the same symmetry. This opens the possibility of characterizing 
the light polarization on a wide energy range. 
This study is supported by ab initio simulations on REXS and linear dichroism to validate our 
demonstration and to eliminate the other possibilities such as higher contribution in term of 
transition channels (E1E2 or E2E2) or birefringence effects.  
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Recently, a new crystalline phase of strontium titanate which is formed under influence of an elec-
tric field has been found[1]. It has demonstrated a variety of properties including Pyroelectricity[2]

and Piezoelectricity  which indicates a new non-centrosymmetric crystal  structure.  The phase is
formed at room temperature by a reversible mechanism, attributed to vacancy migration. However,
the exact structure of the this phase stayed so far unknown and could not be obtained by standard
methods. Here we give direct structural evidence of the polar character of the new phase which we
obtained using a new technique of x-ray crystal structure analysis. It is based on targeted extin-
guishing of selected Bragg reflections by tuning the resonant scattering power of atoms through X-
ray energy variation. Under this condition, the reflection is very sensitive to slight displacements of
atoms involved in destructive interference at the level of 1 pm. An analogous survey of several re-
flections allows refinement of the structure. Although not universal, we found that the new method
could be applied to a large part of substances listed in the Crystallography Open Database. The res-
ults are supported by density functional theory calculations.

Figure: Diffraction profile of the 007 reflection of
cubic SrTiO3 (crosses) and polar SrTiO3 (circles) at

two different X-ray energies. A continuous change of
the magnitude of distortion yield a broad intensity

distribution.
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Magnetic crystallography: symmetry-based modeling 
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In the last years the software available for the analysis and determination of magnetic structures has 
experienced important additions. A series of free computer tools and databases have been developed for an 
efficient and comprehensive application of symmetry properties in the modeling of magnetic structures. This 
has allowed the introduction of an efficient crystallography-like methodology in the analysis and description 
of commensurate and incommensurate magnetic phases. Possible magnetic arrangements for a known 
propagation vector (or set of vectors) can be systematically and hierarchically explored, in the form of 
possible magnetic (Shubnikov) space groups for commensurate structures or magnetic superspace groups in 
the case of incommensurate ones. This is specially effective when dealing with possible multi-k magnetic 
spin arrangements. This approach transcends the traditional representation method, with magnetic orderings 
having symmetry constraints associated with its magnetic symmetry group that cannot be explained by the 
assignment of an irreducible representation, if this is multidimensional. This methodology not only permits 
the exploration of the possible magnetic orderings, but it can be employed to store and retrieve any magnetic 
structure in a robust and unambiguous form, in analogous way to ordinary non-magnetic crystalline 
structures 

The fundamental concepts of these novel methods that combine both representation analysis and magnetic 
symmetry groups will be briefly reviewed with various examples. Special focus will be placed on the 
programs available online at the Bilbao Crystallographic Server (www.cryst.ehu.es) and the incipient 
database of magnetic structures (MAGNDATA) created on this website under this formalism (see Figure 1).   

 

Figure 1: Screenshot of the online visualization tool of MAGNDATA(www.cryst.ehu.es/magndata) for a 
particular entry in the collection. 
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Transition metal oxide heterostructures represent a rich platform for the study of correlated electron 

physics [1]. In particular, heterostructuring techniques allow for the manipulation of the collective 

phase behaviour of correlated electron systems via mechanisms such as epitaxial strain and 

quantum confinement [2, 3]. Here resonant elastic x-ray scattering is used to probe the evolution of 

magnetic order in epitaxial superlattices of ultrathin LaNiO3 and DyScO3 layers grown on (110) 

oriented DyScO3 substrates. At low temperatures a complex magnetic structure emerges, distinct 

from those of the constituent bulk materials. A non-collinear antiferromagnetic spin spiral 

characterized by the wavevector k = (½ 0 ½) in Pbnm notation develops below 100 K among the Ni 

spins [2, 3], and at lower temperatures an antiferromagnetic order non-coplanar to the Ni spins, but 

with the same wavevector, is induced across the interface at the Dy sites. Accompanying the onset 

of induced order at the Dy sites, a spin-reorientation transition of the Ni spin sublattice is observed. 

Below the Dy induced ordering temperature, it is demonstrated that a fully reversible switching of 

the Ni spin spiral polarization plane is achieved via the application of an external magnetic field. 

This phenomenon occurs as a result of the interface to DyScO3, and has not previously been 

observed in other LaNiO3 containing heterostructures. Magnetic switching mechanisms such as this 

are of great relevance for technological applications, and may pave the way towards studies in the 

largely unexplored field of antiferromagnetic metal spintronics.    

 

 
 
Figure 1: (a) Rocking curves around the q = (½ 0 ½) magnetic Bragg reflection for various superlattice 

geometries, with intensity normalized to the number of DyScO3 layers in the superlattice, and photon energy 

tuned to the Dy M5 edge (1293.8 eV). (b) Measured (points) and calculated (lines) azimuthal dependencies 

of the magnetic Bragg reflection. (c) Temperature dependence of the Iπ/Iσ ratio at the Ni L3 edge in zero field 

and in a 5 T field applied along the momentum transfer. In red is shown the magnetic scattering (integrated) 

intensity at the Dy M5 edge. The inset shows the field dependence of the Ni L3 Iπ/Iσ ratio at 4.4 K. 
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Observation of Chiral Structures by resonant x-ray dif-
fraction 
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Chirality is one of the most important concepts over a wide range of science, not only in condensed 
matter physics, but also in particle physics, cosmology, biology, and pharmacy, etc. The key issue 
of chirality, or handedness, is the breaking of symmetry that plays a crucial role in a variety of 
fields. In condensed matter physics, the breaking of symmetry often gives an excellent arena to 
manipulate the physical properties. One prominent example is found in the magnetoelectric mul-
tiferroic materials, where the ferroelectricity appears as a result of a phase transition which induces 
a magnetic order with broken inversion symmetry.  To understand such phenomena, the importance 
of the observation and the control of the chirality is realized recently. 

The absolute configuration of the tartaric acid was firstly determined by Bijvoet in 1951 [1], by 
using the dispersion correction terms f′́ + 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖"́, are due to the resonant effect of the scattering atom.  
The effective energy range of f′́ + 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖"́ is very wide, typically a few hundred eV. On the other hand, 
so called ATS (the anisotropy of the tensor of susceptibility) scattering [2], in which the atomic 
scattering length dependents strongly on the x-ray polarization, appears only in a small vicinity of 
the absorption edges.  We have demonstrated that the circularly polarize x rays can identify of the 
handedness in the chiral structure in SiO2 [3], AlPO4 [4], Te [5], DyFe3(BO4)3 [6]. We have also 
applied this method to observe the domain structure of the crystal chirality [6] as well as the mag-
netic chirality [7,8]. In this talk, we give a summary of our work and discuss the possibility and the 
limitation of this method. 
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The chiral multiferroic Ba3TaFe3Si2O14 (BTFS) develops an incommensurate helical magnetic structure due 
to competing exchanges, and easy-plane anisotropy in a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice. In 
addition to the above, Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction causes a canting of the spins away from the basal 
plane leading to a helical butterfly spin arrangement and the appearance of satellite reflections of type 
(0,0,nτ). We have performed extensive soft x-ray diffraction experiment at the Fe L2,3 and O K-edges to 
study magnetic and higher harmonic reflections. To understand the differences in the observed spectral 
shapes, detailed ab-initio calculations based on the FDMES code were performed. These results support a 
further reduction in crystallographic symmetry. We also explore the mechanism causing enhanced 
ferroelectric polarization in the system under high magnetic fields, by studying the magnetic field 
dependence of these reflections. 

 

Figure 1: (left) The experimentally observed spectral shapes of the magnetic satellites in Ba3TaFe3Si2O14; 
(right) Calculated energy dependence of the anisotropic charge and magnetic scattering multipoles 

contributing to the (0,0,τ) satellite reflection (Calculations based on the spherical harmonic expansion utility 
of the FDMNES code for a pure dipole E1-E1 process) 
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The static magnetic proximity effect (MPE) induced in previous non-magnetic metal films by
ferromagnetic supports has received great attention in the context of spin related transport. For
instance, both the longitudinal spin Seebeck effect (LSSE) and the anomalous Nernst effect (ANE)
can be affectec by the MPE [1]. Here, Pt is a very prominent material due to its high spin-orbit
coupling (SOC), but it is also very close to be almost ferromagnetic. Therefore, we studied Pt films
on ferromagnetic metallic Ni1-xFex supports varying the stoichiometry parameter x from 0 to 1. For
comparison, Pt films on ferrimagnetic semiconducting [2] and insulating [3] NiFe2O4 have been
investigated, too, since these systems are already studied in terms of LSSE [1,3,4].

Element specific magnetic properties can be studied by x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)
recording spectra close to the Pt L3 edge. This experimental technique, however, measures the
magnetic bulk properties of the entire Pt film. Therefore, we used x-ray resonant magnetic
reflectivity (XRMR) experiments to improve the interface sensitivity [2]. The magnetization of the
bilayer stacks were inverted applying external magnetic fields of different polarity and the
elemental moments were probed inverting also the circular polarization of the x-ray radiation. The
data were analyzed based on optical data obtained from ab initio calculations.

We demonstrate that the static magnetic proximity effect appears at the interface of Pt films
deposited on the Ni1-xFex supports [2,3,5] while this effect is not observed for the NiFe2O4 support
[2,3]. The distribution of the interface magnetic momenta does not depend on the thickness of the
Pt films. The stoichiometry dependent magnetization of the ferromagnetic Ni1-xFex support,
however, is essential of the induced magnetic moment of the interface near Pt atoms. The
momentum per atom increases continuously from 0.1B for pure Ni supports to 0.4B for pure Fe
films. We attribute this effect to the increasing magnetic moment of the Ni1-xFex support with
increasing Fe content.
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Near Tv=123 K bulk magnetite Fe3O4 undergoes a first order metal-insulator transition 

interpreted as a charge ordering (Verwey transition). A long effort was conducted using Resonant X 

ray Scattering (RXS) to investigate the Verwey transition, the actual nature of the Fe electronic 

states, and their ordering in the unit cell. Started by Garcia et al. [1] it has led to clarify the 

information contained in the RXS spectra at the various points of the reciprocal space [2].  

The physical properties of thin Fe3O4 films are not as well defined as in the bulk material. 

Studies on 10 nm to 200 nm films show that the Verwey transition is drastically influenced by the 

substrate-induced microstructure [3]. The transition temperature greatly depends on domain size 

and film thickness, while its broadness essentially scales with the width of the domain size 

distribution. In ultrathin 10 nm films on MgO substrate with only 0.3% lattice mismatch the first 

order metal-insulator takes place over a broad temperature range  temperature around 110 K [3]. 

We report here on the search of the Verwey transition in a 7 nm-thick  Fe3O4 layer ( 8 unit 

cells) using the fingerprint of this transition on the RXS spectra. The film was grown by MBE on a 

Ag(001) substrate with a lattice mismatch of 0.8%. The measurements were conducted on the 

D2AM beamline (French CRG at ESRF, Grenoble, France).  No superstructure peak was observed, 

probably due to the limited amount of material. We found instead the evidence of a transition 

around 120K on the thickness fringes at Q = (0,0,1). The temperature and the RXS spectral shape 

are signatures of the Verwey transition.   

 

Figure 1: RXS spectra at Q = (0,0,1) for the 7 nm -thick magnetite film 
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Structure-property relationships in ferroelectrics extend over several length scales from the 
individual unit cell to the macroscopic device. Characterizing the multi-scale structural origin of 
electric field-induced polarization reversal and strain in ferroelectrics is an ongoing challenge that 
so far has obscured its fundamental behaviour.  

We utilize small intensity differences between Friedel pairs due to resonant scattering and time-
resolved X-ray diffraction technique, [1-2], for directly and simultaneously measuring both lattice 
strain and polarization reversal under alternating electric field. This technique is demonstrated for 
BaTiO3-based polycrystalline ferroelectrics, a prototypical lead-free piezoelectric with an 
ambiguous switching mechanism. This combines the benefits of spectroscopic and diffraction-
based measurements into a single and robust technique with time resolution down to the ns scale, 
opening a new door to in-situ structure-property characterization that probes the full extent of the 
ferroelectric behaviour. 

This work also presents important methodological development. We have shown that it is possible 
to measure the Friedel pair contrast by high-energy X-rays using powder diffraction. Because h k l 
and -h-k-l powder rings exactly overlap with one another, the conditions at which the violation of 
Friedel’s law can be observed using powder diffraction are very rare. These conditions can be only 
realized if: 1) a structure of individual powder grains can be actively inverted during the 
measurement and 2) the intensity of powder diffraction is high enough to detect this small 
difference. 
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After an introduction to resonant x-ray diffraction, I will address the possibilities of looking beyond the 
usual E1-E1 dipole approximation, which is the working horse of REXS for studying electronic (charge and 
orbital) and magnetic ordering phenomena in solids. By doing so, we can study anapole orders, orders of 
higher rank multipoles, like magnetoelectric quadrupoles, and last, in principle also magnetic monopoles 
(magnetic charge).  Such contributions are related to the magnetoelectric tensor and have recently been 
shown that non-zero values can be computed by DFT related computational approaches. These magnetic 
monopoles are composite tensors of rank zero, built up by wave functions from orbitals with different 
angular momenta, “localized” at atomic site, but challenging to observe. If they play any real role as 
independent multipoles, which can order and be the signature of a phase, as predicted for the pseudo gap 
phase of cuprates, remains an open question. In the second half of my talk, I will show the potential of 
REXS to study ultrafast dynamic processes, experiments that are and will be performed at XFEL sources. I 
will give some examples and show why REXS is a powerful technique for the understanding of ultrafast 
processes and its future challenges..  
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Transition metal oxides offer a variety of functional electronic properties likely to have significant 
impact in applications. In particular, the exceptional sensitivity of these materials to structural 
distortions paves new ways for the design and control of their phase state via strain engineering in 
artificial oxide heterostructures. 

Ultrafast control of the lattice as a means to modulate electronic and magnetic phases has been 
demonstrated in these complex oxides [1,2,3]. These phenomena were induced in the bulk, and the 
photo-excited volume has been driven into the new phase state homogeneously.  

Recently, we have extended the same approach to complex oxide heterostructures. By triggering a 
lattice mode in the LaAlO3 substrate we drive an ultrafast insulator-to-metal transition and magnetic 
order melting in an epitaxial NdNiO3 film deposited on its surface [4,5]. These dynamics are likely 
initiated by sudden structural rearrangements at the hetero-interface. 

In my talk, I will summarize this work that involved femtosecond resonant soft X-ray diffraction at 
the LCLS free electron laser. 
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Magnetic recording has been the technology of choice for massive storage of information. One of the next 
generation magnetic storage media are based on atomically-ordered L10 FePt intermetallic compounds. FePt 
granular films are being developed for a new recording technique named heat-assisted magnetic recording 
(HAMR) which optically heats the media near the Curie point and enables further sustained recording areal 
density growth. Additionally to this industrial interest, the recent observation of all-optical-switching in L10 
FePt media [1] highlights the need of new experiments to unravel and complete the understanding of ultrafast 
demagnetization [2].  

To understand how nanometer sized grains lose their magnetization, we measured the time resolved resonant 
magnetic scattering asymmetry at the Fe L3 edge and independently determined the charge and magnetic 
contributions to the scattering intensity. The time-resolved small-angle x-ray scattering experiment was 
performed at LCLS at the SXR station in transmission geometry on a freestanding FePt granular films (Fig 
1a). By combining the scattering intensity for different x-ray helicity one can be more sensitive to the charge 
or to the magnetization weighted by the charge. The analysis of the scattering line shape shows that the 
demagnetization is not homogeneous for different diffusion vector q (Fig 1b).  These results show that the 
coupling between grains is modified by the laser excitation and highlights its role in the ultrafast 
demagnetization. 

 

Figure 1: a) Experimental set up for time resolved soft X-ray resonant magnetic small angle scattering on 
freestanding FePt granular thin films. b) Difference of scattering intensity between opposite FePt sample 

magnetization before the 800nm pump (solid line) and after (dashed line). 
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Free-electron laser (FEL) sources provide radiation with unprecedented parameters 
such as ultrashort pulse length, high photon flux, and coherence. These properties 
make FELs ideal tools for studying ultrafast dynamics in matter on a previously 
inaccessible level [1]. Although the studied specimen might be destroyed after 
exposure to intense FEL radiation, the principle of "diffract before destruct" is 
commonly believed to warrant extraction of the relevant information from the 
sample [2]. Yet, FELs do not only probe matter, but can also drive it in highly 
excited states which are otherwise inaccessible.  
Here, we report on a resonant magnetic scattering experiment around the M-edge of 
Co (20.8 nm), where the focused FEL pulses probe the magnetic domain pattern of a 
Co/Pt multilayer leading to detectable changes already during the pulse (compare 
Figs. 1 (a) and (b)). In a next step, single and double FEL pulses at fluences in the 
range of 1-200 mJ/cm² are used to follow the onset of the quenching of the resonant 
scattering efficiency. We further mapped out differences in the shape of the resonance 
for low and high fluences (see Fig. 1(c)). 
 

 
Figure 1. (a), (b) Resonant magnetic scattering from a Co/Pt multilayer with magnetic stripe 
domains. The FEL has been tuned to the magneto-dichroic transition of Co at 20.8 nm. (a) 
displays the sum of 1000 low-fluence pulses with a total flux of 7.5 J/cm². (b) shows a single-
shot image using a high fluence of 5 J/cm². The color bars indicate the total number of 
scattered photons. The parasitic signal in the right-hand image originates from the explosion 
of the sample and is different in each single shot. Figs. (a, b) taken from Ref. [3]. (c) 
Magnetic scattering strength normalized to the strength of the incoming FEL beam as a 
function of wavelength for low and high FEL fluences, respectively. The error bars indicate 
the spread of the data which is, to a large extend, induced by the FEL intensity fluctuations.  

(c)
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Fluctuation x-ray scattering (FXS) proposes to measure cross-correlation functions from scattered intensity 
fluctuations to facilitate structure determination of a single particle in solution [1]. Due to its intrinsic 
capability to treat multiple-particle scattering data, the FXS approach is advantageous for structural 
determination of weakly-scattering objects, or particles that cannot be crystallized [1-5]. With the emergence 
of x-ray free electron lasers, the FXS approach offers an alternative technique for single-particle structure 
determination in coherent diffractive imaging experiments [4, 5].  

Here a multiple-wavelength resonant FXS approach is presented for element–specific imaging of nanoscale 
objects in random ensembles with short positional and rotational relaxation times [6]. It is shown, that by 
applying x-ray cross-correlation analysis in combination with iterative phase retrieval to the scattering data 
measured at multiple x-ray energies near an absorption edge of a substance, it is possible to image the 
nanoscale structure of an individual object with chemical sensitivity (Figure 1). The elemental distribution in 
distinct two-component model nanostructures has been reconstructed using the simulated scattering data 
from two-dimensional random ensembles of particles.  

 

Figure 1: Outline of the multiple-wavelength resonant fluctuation x-ray scattering approach [6]. In the 
experiment x-ray scattering is measured from a sample composed of identical objects (a) at two different 

wavelengths, λ. The resulting two sets of diffraction patterns (b) are used to recover the scattered intensity 
distributions (c) corresponding to a single object. The recovered intensities (c) are inverted by the iterative 

phase retrieval technique to reconstruct the images of the object (d) measured at two distinct energies, and to 
determine the elemental distribution in the object (e). 
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BiFeO3 (BFO) is the most interesting magnetoelectric multiferroic compound and has attracted considerable 
attention because of its ferroelectric and anti-ferromagnetic ordering coexists in a single phase at room 
temperature [1]. A comparative study of rare-earth ions (Y, Nd, Ce, and La) substituted BiSrFeO3 (BSFO) 
crystal for; BSFO, BiSrYFeO3, BiSrCeFeO3, BiSrNdFeO3, and BiSrLaFeO3, respectively were reported and 
successfully synthesized using flash autocombustion reaction. The structure of BiFeO3 is shown in Figure 
(1) where any rhombohedral unit cell representation can be transformed to an equivalent hexagonal one. The 
magnetic and electrical properties of the BiFeO3 crystal are often expressed in the hexagonal cell, the 
pseudo-cubic direction [111]c corresponding to the hexagonal [001]h. 

 

Figure (1) Hexagonal unit cell of BiFeO3 [2] , and schematic of the crystal structure of BFO and the 
ferroelectric polarization (arrow) and antiferromagnetic plane (shaded planes). 

X-ray diffraction analysis reveals a crystal transformation from rhombohedral to hexagonal upon 

substitution rare earth ions. SEM microstructure showed a clear hexagonal grain growth of the Y
3+

, 

Nd
3+,

 and Ce
3+

 doped BSFO at room temperature, with small grains well interlinked and randomly 

arranged throughout the sample surfaces. The magnetic properties of the doping rare earth ions to 

BSFO improved especially for Y
3+

 and Nd
3+

 ions. We argued  also that the addition of rare earth is 

likely to suppress the spiral spin modulation and at the same time increased the canting angle which 

favors the enhanced ferromagnetism, that BSFO showed antiferromagnetic behavior, but for the 

BSREFO exhibit a weak ferromagnetic behaviour with remnant magnetization of highest value for 

Y
3+

 (Mr =0.43 emu/g). Electrical properties were measured and the temperature dependence on the 

dielectric constant and temperature dependence on the electrical conductivity (σac), at different 

frequencies ranging from 100Hz to 100kHz for undoped and doped nanomultiferroics were 

recorded. A noticeable improvement in the conductivity after the rare earth doping was recorded 

with the highest transition temperature of Nd (T = 760 K) which also higher than the undoped 

BSFO sample (T = 554 K). Assuring that our nanomultiferroics properties can be a promising 

candidate in the ferroelectrics based applications such as nonvolatile random access memories, 

capacitors, spintronics, transducers and actuators, etc. 
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The universities of Liverpool and Warwick operate the EPSRC funded XMaS beamline (BM28) 
located at the ESRF in Grenoble, France. The project has been delivering a broad, inter-disciplinary 
research programme to UK and EU users since 1997. Its research programme covers both 
fundamental blue skies and applied materials research in emerging technologies. It tackles a broad 
range of scientific challenges (including soft matter, surface electrochemistry, modern magnetic 
materials, conservation of historical artefacts and even medical materials) but was originally 
designed for the exploration of magnetic materials using scattering techniques. 

The different types of magnetic scattering techniques, which are available at XMaS in the energy 
range between 2.4 and 15 keV will be presented, namely resonant magnetic scattering [1-4], 
charge-magnetic interference scattering [5-7] and resonant magnetic reflectivity [8-10]. Recent 
published work will illustrate each technique. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: XMaS beamline diffractometre in 
a resonant magnetic scattering geometry 
with temperature and azimuthal 
dependences and polarisation analysis. 
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The resonant scattering and diffraction beamline P09 at PETRA III at DESY is equipped with a 14 T vertical 
field split-pair magnet from Cryogenic Ltd. that can be mounted on the non magnetic heavy -load six circles 
Huber diffractometer in the second experimental hutch. A Helium-3 fridge is available that can be fitted 
inside the magnet variable temperature insert (VTI). While the VTI operates down to 1.5 K, the He3 fridge 
operates down to 360 mK. Hereby we present the results of a series of experiments aimed at determining the 
beam conditions permitting operations with the He3 insert. Indeed, a major difficulty of low temperature 
experiments at synchrotron sources is the high heat load of the X-ray beam. Local heating of the sample 
occurs, which imposes to reduce the flux by several orders of magnitude. By measuring the tetragonal to 
orthorombic phase transition occuring at 2.1 K in the Jahn-Teller compound TmVO4, we determine that the 
flux at P09 must be attenuated by 4 orders of magnitude for the sample to remain at temperatures below 800 
mK. Despite such a reduction of the incident flux and the subsequent use of a Cu(111) analyzer with about 
10% reflectivity, the resonant X-ray magnetic scattering signal associated with the spin density wave in the 
rare earth nickel borocarbide TmNi2B2C below 1.5 K is still intense enough to permit for a complete study 
in magnetic field and temperature to be carried out in a reasonable amount of time.  
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An effective way of producing multiferroic (MF) and magnetoelectric (ME) materials is to 
tune synthesis towards the induction of magnetic frustration and complex magnetic orders that 
break the spatial inversion symmetry. MnWO4 and the Mn1-xCoxWO4 extended family can be 
regarded as models for the study of the mutual interaction between spins and polar orders. The 
introduction of Co i) favors a strong competition between single-ion magnetocrystalline 
anisotropies (McA) of the two metals and Mn-Mn exchange interactions that dominate in the 
undoped compound, ii) stabilises the characteristic ferroelectric (FE) behavior of MnWO4 at low 
temperatures (T), and iii) enriches the T-x phase diagram with the appearance of new FE phases 
and magnetic structures. Moreover these MF materials are intrinsically inhomogeneous since the 
two different magnetic ions (Mn and Co) occupy the same crystallographic position [1-3].  

Employing resonant magnetic soft x-ray scattering (RMSXS) we have investigated in detail 
the magnetic arrangement in a MF crystal with the Mn0.85Co0.15WO4 critical composition above its 
FE transition, focusing on the collinear AF4 phase. Thanks to RMSXS chemical selectivity we have 
demonstrated that Co moments arrange antiferromagnetically following their own strong uniaxial 
McA, while the (also) collinearly AFM ordered Mn spins point to a close but different direction [4]. 
This implies intrinsic remarkable deviations of the spin arrangement at the local scale from the 
average description provided by neutron diffraction. These element-resolved magnetic results have 
driven us to reexamine other low temperature magnetic phases of this crystal using hard x-rays. 
Interestingly, Co moments keep long-range ordered in every case, even in helical magnetic phases 
producing a net FE moment. Our studies suggest the convenience to investigate the occurrence of 
similar substructures of ordered spins from different magnetic ions in other intrinsically 
inhomogeneous mixed MFs with competing anisotropies. 
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P64 beamline is a newly build experimental station at the PETRA III synchrotron radiation source. It is 
dedicated to x-ray absorption (XAS) and x-ray emission (XES) spectroscopies. The beamline is based on a  
2m long undulator source, and will be used for flux hungry applications, namely quick XAS, studies of 
highly diluted systems and high resolution time dependent x-ray emission spectroscopy (HRXES). In this 
presentation, we will focus only on HRXES: instrumentation and possible applications in material studies. 

We designed and build a dispersive type spectrometer in von Hamos geometry [1]. It is based on 6 silicon 
analyzer crystals and a 2D XSpectrum Lambda detector with a Si chip. Simultaneous use of several analyzer 
crystals and the beamline's high flux make it possible to study dilute materials. The detector high speed 
readout mode (up to 2000 frames per second) allows to track fast changes in the materials, for example 
during chemical reactions or catalytic processes. The sample environment does not have special 
requirements due to use of hard x-rays. This opens the way for in situ or operando conditions measurements. 
Since XAS and XES are element specific methods and do not necessarily require periodicity in the structure, 
gases, liquids, molecular clusters and nanomaterials can be studied equally well. 

The main application of the described setup will be studies on local atomic and electronic structure of the 
materials by high resolution XANES spectroscopy. It will be possible to study occupied valence states by the 
valence-to-core spectroscopy [2]. The insight into magnetic structure could be provided by use of core-to-
core spectroscopy which is sensitive to local spin angular momentum[3]. Resonant x-ray emission scattering 
spectroscopy (RXES) will be used for detailed study of electronic structure exploring the fact that core-hole 
life-time broadening is eliminated in this technique. It will be possible to study crystal field -dd- and charge 
transfer excitations. 
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The use of soft and hard x-rays for resonant scattering experiments on thin magnetic film and multilayer 
systems containing rare-earth elements is an extremely promising technique to obtain unique information 
about site-specific information about their magnetic structure and configuration. In this work two specific 
examples will be discussed. The first example shows resonant x-ray scattering experiments carried out in 
diffraction and reflectivity geometry at the P09 beamline at PETRA-3 on a set of Ho/Y multilayers around 
the Ho L-edges. It enabled one to follow the temperature evolution of the helical phase of the Ho and study 
its modification due to the confinement in this multilayer structure [see Figure 1]. Moreover it discusses the 
potential to distinguish between left- and right handed helices by the use of circularly polarized x-rays and 
thus investigate chirality effects in these sample systems. In combination of the capability at the modern 3rd 
generation synchrotron sources to apply micrometer sized beams it offers the opportunity to map the domain 
distribution of the samples [1:Lang]. As a second example a bilayer system consisting of DyCo/FeNi is 
illustrated exhibiting an extraordinary in-plane exchange bias effect that is switchable at room temperature 
by solely pre-magnetizing the sample in the one or the other out-of-plane direction beforehand. Here, 
XMCD measurements carried out at the PM3 beamline at BESSY in reflection geometry around the M-
edges of Dy and the L-edges of Co and Fe allows one to gain crucial information about site specific 
switching behavior in this sample system. The potential of XMCD in combination with scattering 
techniques, in particular, of resonant magnetic x-ray reflectometry to investigate the magnetic depth profile 
will be discussed here in detail. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Resonant X-ray diffraction on Ho/Y multilayer around the Ho L3 egde: temperature dependence of 
the helical peak around (002) Bragg reflexion.. 
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High quality single crystals of EuPtIn4 compound were investigated at low temperature and under magnetic 
field using magnetic x-ray resonant scattering technique. At the resonant energy of the Eu ions (7610 eV – 
L2 edge), magnetic incommensurate reflections type (1/2, 1/2, τ) with τ = 0.427 were measured. Temperature 
dependence performed at the (1/2, 23/2, 0.427) peak reveals an AFM coupling with TN = 13.13(4) K and a 
critical exponent β = 0.42(3), in which we did not observe any magnetic anomaly related to a second phase 
transition as suggested in previous macroscopic measurements [1-2]. Possible evidence for the divalent state 
of Eu ions, suggesting an intermediate valence of Eu ions, was not observed in our investigation in which the 
fluorescence measurements only report one feature around the energy edge for the magnetic Eu2+ ions. In 
order to determine the magnetic structure at low temperature, full polarization analysis method [3] were 
carried out at selected magnetic reflections and at several temperatures. Below TN, the measurements suggest 
that the Eu ions are lying in the ac-plane. The incommensurate phase can be addressed due to the 
RKKY interaction between the first Eu neighbors in which the Eu ions present the same distance but 
different coupling parameters. In addition, field dependences measurements were performed up to 12 T in 
which the magnetic field was applied along the a-axis. Two polarization channels (ps’ and pp’) were 
explored in which the compound exhibited a spin-flop transition around 3.4 T.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Temperature dependence for magnetic peak (0.5, 11.5, t) [left] and field dependence for the 
magnetic peak (-0.5, 15.5, t) [right]. 
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The exploration of materials with topologically non-trivial electronic band structure has become a 

key topic of quantum materials physics. Very recently, bulk Dirac semimetallic (BDS) phases have 

been discovered in Na3Bi [1] and Cd3As2 [2, 3]. Variations of these compounds harbour a fantastic 

potential for unconventional electronic phenomena: This includes not only relativistic dispersion of 

quasi-particles in the bulk, but also instability towards unconventional charge- and magnetic order 

as well as superconductivity. Based on first principles calculations, the Zintl phase EuCd2As2 has 

been recently proposed as a BDS candidate [4]; possibly combining the physics of Cd3As2 with the 

8 μB magnetic moment of Eu2+. We have synthesized this compound and indeed find very unusual 

transport and magnetic characteristics (cf. Fig. 1). In order to elucidate this peculiar electronic 

ground state, we have investigated the magnetic order below TN = 10 K well as its evolution in an 

applied field. Neutron powder diffraction would be the first choice of experimental technique for 

this purpose. Unfortunately, this is not feasible since both Eu  and Cd rank among the strongest 

neutron absorbing elements. We therefore exploited the complementary properties of hard x-rays, 

taking advantage of the recent developments of the resonant x-ray diffraction technique (REXS).  
 

Figure 1: (a) The in-plane magnetoresistance of EuCd2As2 shows unusual characteristics peaked at the 
temperature of magnetic ordering. (b) The Stokes parameters recorded in our REXS study (here (0,0,4.5) 
reflection at 0.05 T) yield excellent fits with well-constrained results (c) Illustration of the corresponding 
collinear antiferromagnetic structure. 
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Transition metal oxides represent a class of novel materials characterized by coexisting, interacting, and 
competing electronic ordering tendencies, which can be exploited to create novel functionality in future 
nanoscale devices. The already rich variety of phenomena in bulk materials can be further extended by 
combining them in heterostructures. Resonant elastic soft x-ray scattering (RSXS) has shown to be a 
powerful tool to address the electronic ordering phenomena underlying the physics of these materials [1]. 
Here we present the experimental capabilities of the UE46/1-PGM-1 beam line, a place dedicated to perform 
RSXS experiments on this very interesting family of novel oxides. 

At the BESSY II storage ring, beam line UE46/1-PGM-1 provides high photon flux and full polarization 
control from 200eV to 2keV. Two permanent end stations allow scattering and absorption experiments at 
low temperatures down to 3 K and high magnetic fields up to 7 Tesla. In the past years, these instruments 
served an international user community to explore the correlated electron physics of a large number of novel 
materials covering phenomena like charge order in high-Tc superconductors, multiferroicity and emergent 
functionality in oxide heterostructures[2]. We present an overview of the experimental capabilities and 
recent resonant diffraction experiments at UE46/1-PGM-1, including a detailed description of the XUV 
diffractometer, used for high-accuracy and high-speed scattering experiments and the High-Field 
diffractometer, a scattering and XMCD setup equipped with an in-vacuum rotatable superconducting coil. 

 

Figure 1: Left: Photograph of beam line UE46/1-PGM-1 at the BESSY II storage ring. Right, bottom: 
schematic drawing of the scattering plane of the high-field diffractometer. Right, top: charge order reflection 

from La2-xSrxCuO4 (x=0.1) measured at T = 4.5 K in an external magnetic field of 5 Tesla.   
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Nuclear resonant scattering allows for an advanced characterization of magnetic nanostructure. We 
present conventional and new approaches of NRS that were applied at the Dynamics Beamline P01 
at PETRA III.  
Nuclear resonant reflectometry is used to characterize the vertical spin profile in a new class of 
magnetic multilayer structures in which anisotropy control is achieved via oblique incidence 
deposition. Grazing incidence nuclear small angle x-ray scattering is applied to disentangle lateral 
magnetic properties in a heterogeneous system with a nanopatterned surface. The evolution of 
magnetic order is studied during growth and the lateral spin structure characterized under the 
influence of external fields. In the last example, we introduce nuclear resonant surface diffraction to 
determine the magnetic reversal in an artificial nanostripe lattice. 
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Multiferroic materials that are both ferroelectric and ferromagnetic offer the possibility of manipulating 
magnetisation with an electric field rather than a magnetic field paving the way for new devices and 
significantly decreasing the power involved in writing bits. However, multiferroic crystals are rare and often 
not practical for use in technology [1]. In order to surmount this obstacle researchers are now looking into 
building artificial multiferroics which consist of composites of materials or thin films usually containing 
ferroelectric and ferromagnetic components. 

The material chromium sesquioxide or chromium III oxide (Cr2O3) offers a possible solution. It is both a 
magnetoelectric and antiferromagnetic. If a thin ferromagnetic film is grown on Cr2O3 then exchange 
coupling will cause the material to be exchange biased and the magnetism of the film can be manipulated by 
applying a voltage [2]. This is actually manifested by a change in sign of the exchange bias when the voltage 
is reversed. Despite this interesting property very little is known about the magnetism at the interface. 

We have studied the structure Pt/Co/Pt/Cr2O3 (0001) using X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) and 
soft X-ray scattering. The XMCD clearly demonstrates that the Co layer is exchange biased out of the plane. 
In addition we have succeeded in demonstrating that our samples reverse the exchange bias if we reverse an 
electric applied field of a few volts during the magnetoelectric field cooling process. This has been 
demonstrated by measuring hysteresis loops at the Co L3 edge. We have also been able to access the small 
magnetic signal of the Cr2O3 at the interface demonstrating that the Cr moments near the interface behave 
similarly to the Co moments in the ferromagnet during the whole reversal process (see Fig. 1). 

Several reflectivities have been measured at the Co and Cr L3 edges with varying incident polarisations after 
each magnetoelectric field cooling process to establish the detailed magnetic structure at the interface of the 
materials. This is sensitive to the structure of the moments in the Co layer and the Cr moments near the 
interface to the ferromagnetic film. 

 

Figure 1: On the left is a schematic of the measurement geometry showing the direction of the applied 
magnetic (B) and electric (E) fields. Shown in the centre is the reflectivity of the sample measured at the Co 
L3 edge with left and right handed circular polarisations of incident light (CN and CP). Shown on the right 
are the hysteresis curves measured at one point on the reflectivity. There are four sets of loops, one pair that 
are larger and one smaller. The larger (smaller) pair of hysteresis loops were measured at the Co (Cr) L3 edge 
and are thus sensitive to the ferromagnetism (antiferromagnetism). Each loop was measured after cooling the 
sample through the blocking temperature. The only difference between the loops in each pair is the direction 
of the applied electric field during the cooling. The resulting reverse of the exchange bias is clearly visible. 
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In the orthorhombic multiferroic systems, the role of the rare earth elements for appearance of 
ferroelectric order is still being debated. Whereas TbMnO3 is ferroelectric below TC=30 K, in 
GdMnO3 ferroelectricity appears in a very small temperature range and is established in a wider 
temperature range only by an applied external magnetic field. Investigation of the Gd magnetic 
order using resonant elastic x-ray scattering (REXS) brings this in direct relationship to the order of 
Gd moments, which is extended by application of magnetic field [1]. 
Deeper insight into the role of the rare earth is expected from the investigation of Eu1-xYxMnO3, 
where Eu3+ (4f6) and Y3+ (4f0) ions both are in principle non-magnetic [2,3]. A comparison of the 
magnetic order of the x=0.2 and 0.3 samples show different ordering behaviour below the 
ferroelectric transition temperature TC=30 K [3]. In the x=0.2 compound, the magnetic structure 
shows weak ferromagnetism, attributed to a cone-like structure that breaks inversion symmetry and 
gives rise to ferroelectricity with the polarization along the a-axis. High magnetic field 
measurements reveal a stabilization of an intermediate canted spin structure, which is also 
responsible for an increase in spontaneous polarization. The method of full polarization analysis has 
been used to investigate different magnetic reflections at the Mn K-edge. From the polarization 
scans the postulated magnetic order [4] is confirmed. 
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The resonant scattering and diffraction beamline P09 at PETRA III offers possibilities for resonant 
elastic x-ray scattering (REXS) as well as X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) experiments 
in the hard x-ray range from 2.7 to 32 keV [1]. The high incident flux of 2∙1013 photons/s allows 
investigation of small signals. Variation of incident polarization is possible in the energy range 
from 2.7 to 12 keV and allows the use of circular or variable linear polarized incident X rays [2]. 
The flexible double mirror arrangement provides efficient higher harmonic suppression in the 
whole energy range as well as focusing to small beam sizes of down to 150x50 µm2.  Smaller focus 
sizes in the micron range down to 10x4 µm2 are achieved with compound refractive lenses in the 
whole energy range.  

Two experimental hutches house a high precision and a heavy load diffractometer, which both are 
equipped with a polarization analyser and an area detector. Point (APD) and area detectors (Pilatus 
100k or 300k) can be used quasi simultaneously in both stations. Several cryostats are available for 
sample cooling, covering the temperature range from 1.7 K to 800 K. A pulse tube cryostat with 
high cooling power and large sample volume allows conduction of high-pressure diffraction 
experiments with diamond anvil cells (DAC) down to 4 K. A 14 T split coil cryo magnet with a 
temperature range from 1.8 to 300 K is available in the second hutch. An optional He-3 insert 
allows cooling down to 340 mK with reduced incident flux [3]. Sample rods for HV applications 
and azimuthal rotation are available for the cryo magnet as well.   

XMCD experiments are possible using the flippers at the phase retarder [4] for fast polarization 
switching together with the PiLC logical controller for fast signal recording. An electromagnet with 
magnetic field of up to 1.2 T (borrowed from beamline P01) or a SC magnet with magnetic fields 
of up to 6 T (borrowed from AG Wurth, Hamburg University) can be used for XMCD experiments 
at ambient and low temperature.  
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